###### Strengths and limitations of this study

We compared data from three markedly different countries at varying latitudes with different sunlight profiles in the northern and southern hemispheres.We analysed the data at both the monthly and daily aggregation levels.The sources of the sunlight exposure data were Melbourne, Athens and Oslo. The majority of the inhabitants of Victoria live in Melbourne (74%; 4.2/5.7 million); however, less numbers live in Athens (33%; 3.7/11.2 million) and Oslo (42%; 2.1/5.0 million).The study only analyses suicides that have been documented in official registers, and might therefore miss a number of suicides that have been misclassified as undetermined deaths.The study does not investigate whether the same associations can be identified with attempted suicides as an outcome.

Introduction {#s1}
============

It has been noted broadly and frequently that suicides peak in spring and summer.[@R1] A frequent and plausible hypothesis to explain this relationship is that increased sunlight exposure alters biological mechanisms, possibly through the dysregulation of serotonin and/or melatonin production or metabolism.[@R1] [@R12] [@R13]

The vast majority of older studies focusing on sunlight exposure and suicide, however, either ignore seasonality (ie, the month of the year) or adduce seasonality as evidence of a positive relationship between sunlight and suicide.[@R1] [@R9] Lately, more studies apply seasonality corrections in their analyses, but still the results are inconclusive. Null,[@R8] [@R14] beneficial,[@R18] harmful[@R24] [@R25] and mixed[@R26] associations have all been reported between sunlight and suicide after correcting for season. If sunlight exposure causes suicides in susceptible persons, then a relationship should still be observable after seasonality has been taken into account. Exceptionally bright summers should, for example, be more lethal than overcast summers (and, barring any existing threshold, dark winters should be more protective than sunnier winters), and vice versa. If such a suicidogenic relationship between sunlight and suicide were not present, then seasonality itself would remain related to suicide risk (with sunlight merely a very strong correlate of seasonality and confounder of the seasonality suicide relation).

The current study is the first to systematically attempt to disentangle the putative suicidogenic risk of seasonality from that of sunlight exposure using data from different sites with the same methodology. We do so by investigating within three cohorts (Greece: 1992--2001; Victoria, Australia: 1990--1998; Norway: 1969--2009) the relationship between month of year (shifted for concordance between the northern and southern hemispheres) and monthly suicide rates, and what attenuation, if any, occurs after adjusting for different measures of sunlight exposure. We then examine the relationship between monthly sunlight and suicides, and observe what attenuation, if any, occurs after adjustment for month of year. In addition, possible effect modification by season is investigated. Finally, we address concerns that monthly data are too crude to disentangle such associations by attempting to validate a new publication by Vyssoki *et al*[@R26] that identified positive (ie, harmful) and negative (ie, protective) associations between daily suicide rate and sunlight. Briefly, we investigate within two cohorts (Greece: 1992--2001; Victoria, Australia: 1990--1998) the relationship between daily suicide rate and daily sunlight exposure, after removing seasonality via differencing. For the daily analyses, we varied the daily sunlight exposure over 2550 sunlight exposure combinations corresponding to 1--50 days exposure window with lags of 0--50 days, allowing us to investigate previous claims that suicide and suicidal attempts were associated with lagged sunlight exposures.[@R25] [@R27]

The Victorian[@R8] and Greek[@R25] data have been examined previously to demonstrate the seasonality of suicides. Greece was found to have the highest seasonal suicide variation among 20 countries. However, prior analyses did not investigate the impact of adjusting for sunlight exposure on the seasonality of suicides, a crucial step in determining which of the following obtains: (1) sunlight exposure is related to suicides, while seasonality is not, (2) seasonality is related to suicides, while sunlight exposure is not, (3) both sunlight exposure and seasonality are separately related to suicides or (4) sunlight exposure is too closely correlated with seasonality to separate the associations. We investigated these four hypotheses in an exploratory manner, with the aim of determining which hypothesis had the most supporting evidence.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

We investigated three cohorts chosen by either contacting (1) authors who had published papers on suicide and seasonality after 2000, or (2) those who had more than 10 years of suicide and meteorological data publicly available on a national government website. These detailed data sets contained the daily suicide rates in Greece (ICD9: E950-E959) from 1992 to 2001, Victoria, Australia (as defined by the coroner) from 1990 to 1998, and monthly suicide rates in Norway (ICD10: X60-X84, Y870) from 1969 to 2009. The Greek suicide data contained all suicides from January 1992 to December 2001, and were provided by the National Statistical Service of Greece, with daily data on solar radiance obtained from the National Observatory of Athens and then converted into approximate hours of sunlight using the Angstrom formula.[@R28] The data set in the original Victorian study contained all suicides from January 1990 and April 1999; data from 1999 were excluded to ensure that we had equivalent monthly data for all years. Suicide data for Victoria were obtained from the Research and Information Coordination Group of the Office of the State Coroner of Victoria and the Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine. Hours of bright sunlight (defined as the period of time during which the sun\'s intensity was sufficient to burn a trace on a standard chart when focused with a glass sphere; Campbell-Stokes recorder) were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (station number 86071, Melbourne Regional Office). Norwegian suicide data from January 1969 to December 2009 were obtained from the Norwegian Cause of Death Registry through Statistics Norway, and hours of bright sunlight were obtained from the Norwegian Meteorological Institute for the Oslo-Blindern station.

When investigating the data aggregated at the monthly level (available from all three countries), we used two definitions of sunlight exposure: (1) the mean daily hours of sunlight in the month of interest (eg, on average, a day in June 2013 had 4.5 h of sunlight), and (2) the change in mean daily hours of sunlight from the previous month (eg, on average, a day in June 2013 had 4.5 h of sunlight, and a day in July 2013 had 5.7 h of sunlight, so the change in mean daily hours of sunlight was 1.2). Identical analyses were applied to both sunlight exposures.

Primary analyses examined the relationship between the monthly sex-specific suicide rate and seasonality in a pooled analysis of 948 sex-specific monthly observations; a negative binomial regression model (chosen due to the outcome being count data) was fitted with dummy variables for each month, adjusting for sex (sex set to 0.5 for Norwegian data to represent the 1:1, male:female sex ratio in Norway) and cohort. To observe the effect of adjusting for sunlight exposure, we then fit additional models that adjusted for (1) mean daily hours of sunlight and (2) change in mean daily hours of sunlight from the previous month.

To display the crude relationship between sunlight exposure and suicide, negative binomial regression models were fit in a pooled analysis of 948 sex-specific monthly observations, with the outcome of monthly sex-specific suicide rate, monthly sunlight exposures and adjustment for year, sex and cohort. Adjustment for month of year (seasonality) was then performed in a later model by including 11 months as dummy variables (February--December). These analyses were then rerun 12 times, each time restricting the data to a particular month to observe any potential effect of modification by season.

To account for the reversed seasons in the southern hemisphere, we recoded all months in Victoria to align with Greece and Norway (eg, January became July, February became August, and so on). We also adjusted the suicide rates for length of month in all analyses. We stress that these data were aggregated at the monthly level, so when investigating seasonality as defined using monthly indicators, our sunlight exposure data were also aggregated at the monthly level. However, we expressed our sunlight exposure data in terms of daily average to remove the issue of varying number of days in a month.

The above monthly analyses were rerun in substrata (as defined by all combinations of sex/cohort/month) as sensitivity analyses to ensure that the previously observed relationships were consistent and robust within sex, cohort and month. The results from these analyses are provided in the online [supplementary materials](http://bmjopen.bmj.com/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2014-007403/-/DC1).

In the hope of better addressing the hypothesis that 'an exceptionally bright summer will have a higher suicide rate', we calculated month-specific/cohort-specific Z-scores of the sunlight variables. In brief, for each month/cohort combination, we subtracted the mean and divided by the SD to generate a variable that represented variability from the mean. We then regressed suicides on the Z-scores, while adjusting for year, sex, cohort and month.

In order to address concerns that we were ignoring more nuanced associations, we decided to validate, in the data available to us, a recent study\'s claim that 'duration of daily sunshine was significantly correlated with suicide frequency independent of season.[@R26]' Owing to daily data requirements, only data from Greece and Victoria were used. Briefly, we differenced the outcome (daily suicide rate) and exposure (daily hours of sunshine) by taking the value on a given day and repeatedly subtracting the corresponding values of the corresponding days from 365 days previously, and then calculating the correlation between the two time series. We made two adjustments to the original method: first, we used the rate of suicides as the outcome instead of the crude numbers to account for population changes over time. Second, we applied a Bonferroni correction instead of using their described meta-testing: "First, it should be noted that with a significance level at p\<0.001, among 2550 correlations in figure 2, on average only 2 or 3 significant coefficients are a result of type I error. Thus, the fact that many more values are significant in most of the graphs allows rejection of the null hypothesis that there are no correlations at all." We instead chose to use a Bonferroni correction as meta-testing overstates significance when used with positively correlated test statistics,[@R29] which occurs here as many windows of sunlight overlap each other (eg, the results from an exposure from a time window of 2--30 days will be very similar to an exposure from a time window of 2--29 days). We otherwise faithfully applied the study\'s statistical methodology to our data, obtaining the correlation betweenwhere l indicates the time lag of l days between the averaged sunshine duration and day of suicide, and k the period of k days for which sunshine duration was averaged.[@R26]

Results {#s3}
=======

As historically noted, we found a strong association between month and sunlight exposure, with month explaining 87%, 78% and 79% of the variation in monthly sunlight exposure in Greece, Victoria and Norway, respectively ([table 1](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Summary statistics for the three cohorts

                                     Weather station latitude   Time\*                Monthly aggregated suicide rate/100 000 people (rescaled to 365 days)   Mean hours of sunlight/day   Change in mean hours of sunlight/day compared to previous month   R^2^ (%)†                
  ---------------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----
  Greece (1992--2001)                37.9778 N (Athens)         Autumn                5.00 (4.44 to 5.78)                                                     1.21 (0.68 to 1.61)          6.85 (4.59 to 8.39)                                               −2.19 (−3.19 to −1.13)   87
  Winter                             4.82 (3.97 to 5.51)        1.18 (0.85 to 1.48)   4.06 (3.05 to 4.66)                                                     0.33 (−0.88 to 1.15)                                                                                                    
  Spring                             6.10 (5.43 to 7.31)        1.42 (0.87 to 1.77)   8.00 (7.25 to 9.16)                                                     1.26 (0.64 to 2.82)                                                                                                     
  Summer                             6.56 (5.26 to 7.11)        1.69 (1.07 to 2.12)   11.18 (10.17 to 11.78)                                                  −0.22 (−0.86 to 1.11)                                                                                                   
  Victoria, Australia (1990--1998)   37.7833 S (Melbourne)      Autumn                19.59 (16.96 to 22.58)                                                  5.54 (4.78 to 6.96)          5.25 (4.13 to 6.87)                                               −1.37 (−2.50 to −0.90)   78
  Winter                             20.47 (17.01 to 21.96)     5.23 (3.64 to 6.48)   4.45 (3.68 to 5.27)                                                     0.56 (−0.22 to 1.24)                                                                                                    
  Spring                             23.07 (21.47 to 27.28)     5.92 (4.82 to 6.77)   6.62 (5.95 to 7.56)                                                     1.00 (−0.06 to 1.52)                                                                                                    
  Summer                             21.54 (17.44 to 25.21)     6.25 (3.63 to 7.38)   7.88 (7.47 to 8.55)                                                     −0.03 (−0.75 to 1.28)                                                                                                   
  Norway (1969--2009)                59.9494 N (Oslo)           Autumn                11.67 (10.00 to 13.95)                                                  2.95 (1.77 to 4.35)          −1.59 (−2.79 to −0.57)                                            79                       
  Winter                             11.37 (9.91 to 12.85)      1.56 (1.12 to 2.47)   0.35 (−0.49 to 1.17)                                                                                                                                                                            
  Spring                             12.71 (10.85 to 15.11)     5.83 (4.50 to 7.15)   1.50 (0.44 to 3.09)                                                                                                                                                                             
  Summer                             12.27 (10.12 to 14.33)     7.91 (6.20 to 8.82)   −0.36 (−1.96 to 1.29)                                                                                                                                                                           

\*For Greece and Norway, Autumn=September, October, November; Winter=December, January, February; Spring=March, April, May; Summer=June, July, August. For Victoria, Autumn=March, April, May; Winter=June, July, August; Spring=September, October, November; Summer=December, January, February.

†We performed a linear regression with mean hours of sunlight/day (aggregated at the monthly level) as the outcome, months (as dummy variables) as the exposure, and assessed the percentage of variation explained by this model (R^2^).

We then considered data aggregated at the monthly level: across all countries and sexes, suicides rose in spring and summer and declined in autumn and winter ([tables 1](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB2){ref-type="table"} and [figure 1](#BMJOPEN2014007403F1){ref-type="fig"}); after adjusting for different sunlight exposures, we found no systematic attenuation of the relationship in point estimates or significance ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB2){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, a likelihood ratio test concluded that the full model (including month and sunlight) was significantly different from a model without month variables ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB2){ref-type="table"}). The unadjusted relationship between mean daily sunlight exposure and suicide revealed significant harmful relationships between mean daily sunlight exposure and suicide (incident rate ratio (IRR)=1.018; 95% CI 1.012 to 1.0241; p\<0.001 ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}). After applying a simple adjustment for month, however, this relationship was noticeably attenuated towards the null and became non-significant (IRR=0.995; 95% CI 0.984 to 1.007; p=0.44 ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"})). In other words, the effect of one extra mean daily hour of sunlight changed from significantly increasing the suicide rate by 1.8% to non-significantly decreasing it by 0.5%, a change in absolute magnitude of 72%. Furthermore, while a likelihood ratio test concluded that the full model (including month and sunlight) was not significantly different from a model without sunlight ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}) (inferring that sunlight did not contribute to the full model), a likelihood ratio test concluded that the full model (including month and sunlight) was significantly different from a model without month ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}) (inferring that month did contribute to the full model). Similar relationships were found when applying these analyses within cohort/sex strata (see online supplementary tables S1 and S2).

###### 

Incident rate ratio (IRR) of suicide by month compared with reference of July, adjusted for (1) no sunlight variables (2) mean hours of sunlight/day (aggregated at the monthly level) and (3) change in mean hours of sunlight/day compared with previous month (aggregated at the monthly level)

  Exposure†          Unadjusted‡                 Adjusted for mean hours of sunlight/day§   Adjusted for change in mean hours of sunlight/day compared to previous month¶
  ------------------ --------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  January            0.95 (0.89 to 1.03)         0.93 (0.84 to 1.03)++                      0.96 (0.89 to 1.03)
  February           0.97 (0.90 to 1.04)         0.95 (0.86 to 1.04)                        0.96 (0.89 to 1.04)
  March              1.04 (0.97 to 1.12)         1.02 (0.94 to 1.11)                        1.03 (0.96 to 1.11)
  April              1.11 (1.03 to 1.19)\*\*     1.10 (1.02 to 1.19)\*                      1.10 (1.02 to 1.19)\*
  May                1.17 (1.08 to 1.25)\*\*\*   1.16 (1.08 to 1.25)\*\*\*                  1.15 (1.07 to 1.24)\*\*\*
  June               1.07 (0.99 to 1.15)+        1.07 (0.99 to 1.15)+                       1.06 (0.99 to 1.15)++
  July (reference)   1                           1                                          1
  August             1.08 (1.00 to 1.16)\*       1.07 (1.00 to 1.16)+                       1.08 (1.00 to 1.16)\*
  September          1.00 (0.93 to 1.08)         0.99 (0.91 to 1.07)                        1.01 (0.93 to 1.09)
  October            0.98 (0.91 to 1.05)         0.96 (0.87 to 1.05)                        0.99 (0.91 to 1.06)
  November           0.96 (0.89 to 1.03)         0.93 (0.84 to 1.03)++                      0.97 (0.90 to 1.04)
  December           0.88 (0.82 to 0.95)\*\*\*   0.85 (0.77 to 0.95)\*\*                    0.88 (0.82 to 0.95)\*\*\*

+p\<0.10, ++p\<0.20, \*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001.

†Data from Australia were recoded to align with Greece and Norway (eg, January became July, February became August, and so on).

‡p Value\<0.001 for testing if all month variables could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+month vs cohort+year+sex).

§p Value \<0.001 for testing if all month variables could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun+month vs cohort+year+sex+sun).

¶p Value \<0.001 for testing if all month variables could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun change+month vs cohort+year+sex+sun change).

###### 

Suicide incident rate ratio (IRR) due to (1) an additional mean daily hour of sunlight (aggregated at the monthly level), and (2) an additional mean daily hour of sunlight compared with the previous month (aggregated at the monthly level)

  Data restricted to†                  IRR due to an additional mean daily hour of sunlight   IRR due to an additional mean daily hour of sunlight compared with the previous month
  ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Entire year (not adjusted)           1.018 (1.012 to 1.024)\*\*\*                           1.014 (1.007 to 1.022)\*\*\*
  Entire year (seasonality adjusted)   0.995 (0.984 to 1.007)‡§                               1.005 (0.996 to 1.015)¶,††
  January                              1.014 (0.950 to 1.083)                                 1.018 (0.969 to 1.069)
  February                             1.013 (0.968 to 1.061)                                 1.001 (0.957 to 1.048)
  March                                0.982 (0.945 to 1.020)                                 0.996 (0.966 to 1.026)
  April                                0.978 (0.939 to 1.020)                                 1.012 (0.981 to 1.045)
  May                                  1.010 (0.977 to 1.043)                                 1.003 (0.978 to 1.028)
  June                                 0.989 (0.959 to 1.021)                                 0.996 (0.972 to 1.020)
  July                                 0.992 (0.953 to 1.033)                                 1.021 (0.995 to 1.048)++
  August                               0.983 (0.948 to 1.018)                                 0.988 (0.959 to 1.018)
  September                            1.006 (0.961 to 1.052)                                 1.028 (0.993 to 1.064)++
  October                              0.980 (0.923 to 1.041)                                 0.986 (0.952 to 1.021)
  November                             0.978 (0.907 to 1.054)                                 0.999 (0.954 to 1.047)
  December                             0.979 (0.922 to 1.040)                                 1.002 (0.954 to 1.052)

++p\<0.20 +p\<0.10 \*p\<0.05 \*\*p\<0.01 \*\*\*p\<0.001.

†Data from Australia were recoded to align with Greece and Norway (eg, January became July, February became August, and so on).

‡p Value=0.44 for testing if sunlight variable could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun+month vs cohort+year+sex+month).

§p Value \<0.001 for testing if all month variables could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun+month vs cohort+year+sex+sun).

¶p Value=0.25 for testing if sunlight variable could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun change+month vs cohort+year+sex+month).

††p Value \<0.001 for testing if all month variables could be removed without impacting the model (likelihood ratio test of cohort+year+sex+sun change+month vs cohort+year+sex+sun change).

![Suicide rate per 100 000 population (rescaled to 365 days) and mean hours of sunlight per day for the three cohorts, summarised using a 3-month rolling average with error bars representing 25th and 75th centiles.](bmjopen2014007403f01){#BMJOPEN2014007403F1}

On examining pooled analyses stratified by month, in addition to further substratification by cohort/sex/month combinations (77 tests), without adjusting for multiple comparisons, we identified only one significant result: mean daily sunlight exposure was harmful for suicides in women in Victoria in February (see online supplementary table S2). We note that (in a situation where no association exists between an outcome and exposure) four false positives are expected when performing 77 tests at a 5% significance level (77×0.05=3.75).

The relationships between suicide, month of year and *change* in mean daily sunlight exposure from the previous month were substantively the same as when our measure of sunlight exposure was the mean daily sunlight exposure (see online supplementary tables S1--S3). The only noticeable deviation was that no significant results were found among the 77 additional sensitivity analyses.

When using monthly/cohort-specific Z-scores as sunlight exposures, we found that the seasonality variables were still significantly associated with suicide; however, the sunlight Z-scores were never significantly associated with suicide (see online supplementary tables S4 and S5).

When attempting to validate Vyssoki\'s[@R26] findings using all-sex daily data in Victoria and Greece, we did not find any significant correlations between daily suicide rate and hours of daily sunshine after differencing for the effects of season and correcting for multiple testing ([figure 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403F2){ref-type="fig"}). Even without correcting for multiple testing, we did not find any conclusive evidence of a harmful association, and only minimal evidence of a protective association in Victoria ([figure 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, our effect sizes were nominal, and the most extreme p values were still far from reaching significance after correcting for multiple testing (see online supplementary figure S1).

![Correlation coefficients between duration of sunlight and daily suicide rate. Results presented both with and without corrections for multiple testing (Bonferroni).](bmjopen2014007403f02){#BMJOPEN2014007403F2}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

When using monthly data, we found no evidence of a harmful relationship between sunlight exposure and suicides after adjusting for month of year ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}). While adjusting for month of year removed the risk of sunlight exposure ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}), adjusting for mean sunlight exposure and change in mean sunlight exposure from the previous month neither removed nor attenuated the relationship between month of year and suicide ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB2){ref-type="table"}). These results were consistent across sexes and cohorts (see online supplementary tables S1--S3). The robustness of our seasonality effects, combined with the transient nature of our sunlight effects, led us to conclude that, when using monthly data, the association between sunlight exposure and suicide appeared to be a proxy for seasonality and suicide. We considered that our monthly level findings may be hiding more nuanced associations; however, we found no compelling evidence of associations between sunlight and daily suicide rates after removing seasonality ([figure 2](#BMJOPEN2014007403F2){ref-type="fig"}).

A previous study[@R25] hypothesised that the transition from low levels of sunlight to higher levels might stimulate serotonin production, analogous to the purported receptor-level serotonin effect of beginning a regimen of antidepressant medication, with the behaviour-level effect of enabling suicidal action prior to a salubrious effect on mood, hence increasing suicide risk soon after initiating drug therapy.[@R12] [@R13] If so, long-term sunlight exposure might reduce suicide risk even if the latter risk may increase shortly after initial exposure to higher levels of sunlight (such as when transitioning into spring from winter). We examined this admittedly highly speculative possibility in our analysis of the relation between suicide rates and the change in mean daily hours of sunlight from the previous month. After adjusting for month of year, we found no evidence of any relationship between transitioning from low sunlight to high sunlight and suicides (1) throughout the year or (2) in particular months ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}).

Our findings point to the need to attend to which seasonal factors, apart from sunshine, may underlie the seasonal patterns observed for suicide. Suicide is a complex phenomenon where biological, cognitive and personality-related factors contribute to susceptibility, which in turn interacts with environmental and socioeconomic seasonal factors.[@R30] In this context, alcohol consumption, unemployment, work/holiday patterns, family support, drug use and seasonal variation in depression and psychoses are important risk factors for suicide and show a seasonal variation. Other meteorological and environmental factors, such as temperature and aeroallergens, also follow seasonal patterns and have been implicated in suicide.[@R31]

Several limitations should be borne in mind when interpreting our findings: we had concerns that the meteorological data might have been misclassified, due to measurements only occurring at a single location. However, Athens, Melbourne and Oslo/Akershus contain roughly 33% (3.7/11.2 million), 74% (4.2/5.7 million) and 42% (2.1/5.0 million) of the inhabitants of their respective countries/states. When aggregating data at the monthly level, we believed that geographical differences would become even smaller. Finally, we repeated the Norwegian analysis, replacing the meteorological data with that of Bergen\'s (Norway\'s second largest city, located on a different coast), and found similar results (not shown). We did not have concerns that our null findings were due to limited power, as we applied pooled analyses in a large data set (n=948 sex-specific monthly observations, corresponding to 31 060 suicides) comprising three countries, which (before adjustment) showed historically noted significant associations. While definitions of sunlight in Greece differed from those in other countries, the exposure was treated identically in the statistical analyses. We have no reason to suspect that our results were biased due to this, as our stratified analyses within Greece reflected the main analysis, as did the Z-score analyses (neither of which could be affected by differing definitions of sunlight).

To the best of our knowledge, our multisite study is the largest and most detailed on the relationship between sunlight and suicide that accounts for seasonality; previous studies have been limited by a singular geographic location,[@R8] [@R14] [@R22] lack of longitudinal data[@R19] [@R20] or limited longitudinal data (only 2 years of data).[@R21] Our study consisted, respectively, of 10 and 9 years of daily data from Greece and Victoria, and 41 years of monthly data from Norway, which enabled us to validate our aggregated findings and illuminate possible causal pathways through more detailed analyses. Our study was limited by the lack of detailed sex-specific monthly data in countries that had more extreme seasonal variation (Norway); however, our Victorian and Greek data sets did not suggest strong sex-specific associations between seasonality and suicide (see online supplementary table S1). Another area of concern was that while the Norwegian and Greek data came from national registers, the Victorian data were obtained from a state-level registry maintained by the Office of the State Coroner of Victoria. It may be that different nations and/or states have different case definitions for deaths classified as suicides. However, when analysed separately, our results remained consistent between Victoria, Greece and Norway (see online supplementary tables S1--S3), which reassured us against some of these concerns. Our study was also limited by only analysing suicides classified in official registers. An important sensitivity analysis would be to investigate if any associations could be found in undetermined deaths that might have been misclassified as suicides; however, we did not have access to these data. Future research should also be applied in investigating whether the associations we found hold true in suicidal acts in general (ie, attempted suicides plus suicides). Furthermore, future investigations should endeavour to investigate possible age interactions, as our inability to do so was a limitation of our study. We also note that our meteorological definition of sunlight exposure does not necessarily correspond to that which is perceived at the level of the eye. People spend time indoors, driving or are otherwise shaded from the sun, and these patterns may vary throughout the year (eg, indoors more during winter, driving during spring/autumn, and wearing sunglasses and hats during summer). Our analyses stratified by month ([tables 3](#BMJOPEN2014007403TB3){ref-type="table"}, see online supplementary tables S2 and S3) provide evidence that our analyses (both combined and country-specific) are robust to seasonal patterns of sunlight avoidance/interference; however, future research efforts should strive to record sunlight exposure at a more individual level.

As far as we know, this study is the only one that explicitly examines both (1) the relationship between seasonality and suicides after adjusting for sunlight exposure and (2) the relationship between sunlight exposure and suicides, adjusted for seasonality. Furthermore, we applied analyses using both daily and monthly data, allowing for comparison of changing associations at different data aggregation levels. At the daily level, we saw no substantive evidence of an association between sunlight and suicides. At the monthly level, adjusted for seasonality (month of year), we found no evidence for sunlight exposure causing suicides (neither overall sunlight exposure, nor the transition from low sunlight exposure to high sunlight exposure). Instead, the historically noted relationship between seasonality and suicides remains after adjusting for mean hours of sunlight and change in mean hours of sunlight. Both analyses suggest that the seasonality of suicides, whatever the underlying mechanism may yet turn out to be, has incorrectly been attributed to sunlight exposure due to the strong correlation between seasons and sunlight.
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